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A Bad Ending

What a Play!

Last night, No. 10 UNC faced
No. 1 Clemson in a ACC
Championship game. Let’s
skip to the most important
part of the game, the final
minute of the game.

On Thursday, the Packers faced the Lions. This should have been
an easy game, but the Packers were down, 17-0, at the half. The
Packers started their comeback in the 3rd quarter when they
scored 14 points to be a little closer at a score of 20-14. In the
4th, the Lions took a bigger lead with a field goal, but the Packers
came back and scored a passing touchdown. The Packers needed
2 more points to tie the game, the score 23-21. The Lions had to
punt, and the Packers had trouble to start. On 3rd and 10, they
had a 19 yard pass, but 2 laterals pushed them back. There was a
flag, though, so the Packers had a 1st down at their own 39 yard
line. The next play was a Hail Mary. Aaron Rodgers waited until
his bunch of receivers reached the end zone. Rodgers almost got
sacked, but he threw a high, arching throw all the way to the end
zone. Now, wouldn’t it be crazy if, through all of the players, that
a Packer caught that? Well, somehow, Tight End Richard Rodgers
leaped up in front of all the players and pulled the ball down! The
Packers have a walk oﬀ 61 yard Hail Mary touchdown!

UNC had just scored a
touchdown to put them a
little nearer to Clemson’s
score. The score was 37-45.
The time was 1:13. Then the
onside kick took place. UNC
kicks a perfect onside kick…
AND THEY RECOVER!
But that excitement only
lasted a few seconds, as a
referee made a controversial
call. “Oﬀsides, kicking team,
replay kick.” This upset the
whole entire lot of UNC fans,
even the coach, Larry Fedora.
UNC tried another kick, but
UNC failed to recover after
the ball being let loose 3
times. It was a very bad way to
end for UNC, but for
Clemson, they still are
undefeated at 13-0 and are
now ACC Champions.
Source- ESPN

Source- ESPN
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Grenkie Signs With
D-Backs

Did You Know?

The latest baseball news is that
former Dodgers ace and Gold
Glove winner Zack Grenkie has
signed with the Diamondbacks.
Grenkie will be part of the
rebuilding process for the
Diamondbacks, as he will be
starting out with a younger
rotation. Pitching has been a
problem these past few years for
the Diamondbacks, but Grenkie
should be a perfect pitcher who
can pitch lots of scoreless
baseball and has pitched in the
playoﬀs. Grenkie brings a lot to
this team, especially right now as
they have had trouble winning a
lot. It will help that Grenkie was
on a good team previously.
Hopefully, the Diamondbacks
can contend this coming year
and transform into a power
team.

One basketball game in the year 1990, the Chicago Bulls travelled to
Orlando to face the Magic. Michael Jordan was on this team. But that
day, No. 23 was not on the team. But how is that possible if Jordan’s
number is number 23? It was a weird day. Jordan’s jersey was believed
to be stolen that day, so the Bulls gave him their extra No. 12 jersey.
Luckily for the Bulls, Jordan still played the same. Jordan was wearing
a jersey that did not hold his name. A couple days later, Jordan’s No.
23 jersey was found in ceiling tiles of the visiting locker
room.Whoever did that hid the jersey well!
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